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If you want to decorate your garden with handmade crafts that will last for many years, mosaics are
the way to go! In this book you will learn how to make every project a cheerful and bright addition to
your home or garden. The book contains step-by-step projects of mosaics for decorating your home
and garden, as terracotta pots, metal tables and wall hangings. Here, youâ€™ll find mosaic images,
ideas for mosaic crafts, and overall beautiful decorating ideas. If youâ€™re looking for crafts to make
that will add a burst of originality to your home, look no further - Grab your materials and letâ€™s get
started!
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I purchased this book last week, and already started to make my own mosaic pitcher. I followed
Sigalits' clear directions and beautiful examples, and it is turning out very pretty. Looking at the
chapter "breaking plates" really got me excited - I used old plates for decorating and enhancing my
mosaic piece.Sigalit has shown in her mosaic book so many possibilites, starting from a simple
pattern for beginners and then moving to more complex patterns - i can't wait to try them out.I can
not believe that i can create a beautiful artifcat for my home and yard with no prior experience!!!I
recommend this Mosaic creative guide to everyone: a craft you can do in your own home and enjoy
every minute of it.

I loved this book. I did some mosaic projects before and this book was full of great ideas and

information! Step by step instructions, very helpful for people like me. I mostly loved the birds on the
flowers pot; this is the mosaic project I'm going to do now.

The book suggests the tools you will need and has many illustrations of finished projects but no
detailed instructions in how to begin a starter project. Good as a first step to get you more interested
in creating your own projects. Several tools are listed and safety precautions are suggested.to do
the projects you would like to tackle. Gets you imagination stirred up to move forward.

I love mosaics but I am not really crafty. However, this book taught me how to make various
decorations for my home. The instructions are very easy to understand and follow even for a
beginner like myself. My favorite design is the flower pot. I already finished 3 pots and I am really
proud of myself.

I have been doing mosaic for 5 years so have a collection of books, but I love this book, easy to
follow and great ideas, now to get started on my new project.

I choose five stars because of the ease of understanding the instructions it was bright andcolourful. I
would recommend it for beginners.

Easy instructions to follow. A couple of different working surfaces. Differenf types of material. Good
all rounder

Great book for beginners like me. The projects are very clear and easy to follow. Canâ€™t wait to
start.
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